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Abstract— The main concern in cloud computing is the 

searching on the encrypted data. The query is not known to 

the clouds and searching concept based on the Keyword 

should show all the files in the cloud. The main aim is to 

provide the privacy protection and safety to the data that is 

saved in cloud system. To upload and download a file 

securely from cloud and to encrypt and decrypt the files 

from the cloud .To provide keys to users for downloading 

file from cloud securely. To keep the identity of each user 

and data owners protected and to store all the information on 

cloud in protected manner. This proposed aRank search 

concept is introduced which takes less time by choosing the 

desired files along with keyword categories and The 

proposed scheme can support complicated logic search the 

mixed “AND”, “OR” and “NO” operations of keywords. 

Data owner provides the file to browser, encrypt and 

uploads files into the Drivehq in encrypted form. Cloud 

server will provide following operations such as store 

encrypted data, view attachers, view owner files, give 

privileges to user to create index on searched data to view 

all the android users. User can get the files from the cloud 

by using their credentials and secret key. User can searches 

for files based on contents keyword request for secret key, 

requests for downloading files and retrieve and to store the 

data. 

Key words: Grained Multiple Data Users, Assisting Sub 

Terminologies, Cloud Records 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing is an emerging technology that is 

receiving a lot of attention from the generation of the 

academic and Industrial worlds. In cloud computing, people 

or the user can provide their resources such as computation 

and storage to servers via the internet. Sharing the user 

resources is provided by Clouds. By applying this, makes 

free to users from the maintaining the resources. Cloud 

computing provides many forms of services such as 

applications (e.g., Google products etc.), Infrastructures 

(e.g., window’s services, Amazon’s EC2 etc.), and provides 

platform for software engineers to write applications (e.g., 

windows azure, Amazon’s S3 etc.). 

Information stored in the cloud server is purely 

precise for example medical documents, and social 

networking sites. Parameters such as safety and privacy are 

important parts in the cloud computing. First, user itself 

must be authenticated before any transaction initiated. 

Lastly, It should be verified that the cloud do not make mess 

with information that is outsourced by the users. Providing 

user privacy is also a main concern so that the protection is 

provided for the user’s identity from cloud system as well as 

from other users. 

Cloud servers liable to byzantine failure, where 

failure can occur in many ways in a cloud server. The cloud 

is also liable to modification of information and colluding 

attacks in server. Colluding attack in server, storage servers 

can compromise conflicts, so that data files are modified as 

long as they are constant. Information is to be encrypted to 

provide data storage. 

The main concern in cloud computing is the 

searching on the encrypted data. The query is not known to 

the clouds and searching concept based on the Keyword 

should show all the files in the cloud. The cloud receives the 

encrypted keywords and results will be returned by the 

cloud without the knowing the correct keyword to search. 

The information records should have the keywords that are 

associated with records that enables for the search when 

matched with exact keywords in the cloud storage. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The authors C. Wang,et. al.  in [1] explained to fill in 

assignments, little collections scattered inside a greater 

attempt regularly require should distribution reports around 

themselves same time securing the people archives 

beginning with others' eyes. In this circumstance, customers 

have an ordering office that camwood quick find appropriate 

records that they are allowed should access, without (1) 

spilling greater part of the information something like those 

outstanding archives, (2) driving a far reaching 

administration inconvenience Concerning outline clients, 

gatherings, and reports advance, or (3) requiring customers 

will agrarian for a fundamental completely confided in 

control. Will address this issue, we suggest the possibility of 

r-classification, which catches the level from guaranteeing 

dominant part of the information spillage beginning with a 

rundown in regards to the terms held Previously, far off 

reports. Furthermore might be incredibly easy to use and 

overse. 

The authors S. Zerr, et. al. in [2] explained another 

structure to secrecy preserving rank-ordered scan 

furthermore recovery. In extensive record collections. The 

recommended skeleton not main protects document or query 

secrecy against an outside intruder, as well as keeps an 

untrusted information focal point starting with taking in 

majority of the data around those inquiry and the report 

accumulation. Here introduced the useful strategies for best 

possible reconciliation for pertinence scoring techniques. 

Also cryptographic techniques, for example, request 

preserving encryption, should secure information collections 

Also indices Furthermore give acceptable effective what's 

more exact scan abilities on safely rank-order documents 

because of the opposition on an inquiry. Test effects on the 

W3C gathering indicate that these strategies bring similar 
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execution with customary hunt frameworks planned for non-

encrypted information as far as hunt precision.  

The authors D.Boneh, et. al. in [3] explained the 

issues of searching the files encrypted. On the other hand 

any user does not like to give opening authority to decrypt 

users messages and so for discussed with general key by 

encrypting files. This mechanism helps us to use in other 

instance like seeking to provide general key with among 

different buildings. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The aim of the project is to provide the privacy protection 

and security to the data that is stored in cloud system. To 

upload and download a file securely from cloud and to 

encrypt and decrypt the files from the cloud .To provide 

keys to users for downloading file from cloud securely. To 

Keep the identity of each user and data owners protected 

and to store all the information on cloud in protected 

manner. 

A. System Architecture 

The system architecture describes the overall framework of 

the design module and it shows how the system works and 

also represents their proposed work. The Below figure 

shows the system architecture of the design modules. How 

the Multiple data owners,multiple users, can encrypt and 

decrypt the data by the search users in order to preserve the 

specific data in to the storage system. 

 
Fig. 3.1: system Architecture 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. modules:  

There are three modules that provide the detailed description 

about the project. They are listed below. 

1) Data Owner 

2) Cloud Server 

3) END User  

B. Module Description 

1) Data owner: 

Data Provider browser and uploads their encrypted files in 

the cloud that is drivehq and also has the capability to 

manipulate the encrypted file and performs the following 

operation that is to browse, encrypt and upload files, and 

also grant permission to the cloud consumer or end user. 

Here first register the registration form by registering end 

user or data owner. After completion of registration user or 

data owner will get secret key with their registered mail id. 

Then it shows data owner login page with their credential 

along with secret key. The open source cloud that is Drive 

HQ to check the encrypted uploaded file will be stored on 

cloud using cloud credentials, and then it shows the list of 

encrypted file on cloud. The user will login with secret key 

to check the credentials then will get the user home page, 

where we can search the files which were uploaded by the 

data owner using multi keyword along with user secret key.  

Then search files results by providing keyword, in 

order to download particular searched file click on file and 

request will be sent to the particular data owner and owner 

has to respond the request which we have sent. Again the 

data owner login with secret key and credentials, then will 

get data owner home page, click on requested file sent by 

user and respond to the same.  The requested files details 

and also shows the number of file request details with 

response action and status. The user will login to download 

the files, then click on file download to view the download 

files, the files details of downloaded files and it shows the 

number of downloaded files. The key verification system in 

order to download particular file data owner has sent a 

decryption key to the user registered mail id. 

C. Cloud Server 

Cloud server manages data storage service for all owners 

those who registered. Registered owners can encrypt their 

files and saved those files into the drivehq by providing 

access to the user one who registered with cloud that is 

drivehq. Customer or user can download encrypted file by 

logged into the cloud with their credentials and decryption 

provided by the owner of the particular file which you want 

to download , the decryption key will be sent to the user 

mail id at the time of registration. User requests for file 

authorization to access and performs the following 

operations such as View all User Files, Give privileges to 

user View Search Transaction, View all attackers, View all 

End Users, View all Data Owners, Create Index on searched 

data and provide all related data related to corresponding 

keyword, View all android users. 

Cloud server maintained the details of data owner 

and user. In cloud server home page, click on data owner 

details, data owner details cloud contains the details of the 

data owner and can be multiple data owners. And then click 

on user details cloud contains the details of the user and it 

can be multi user where, user can access any data owners’ 

uploaded files from the cloud. 

1) Proxy Server: The role of proxy server is just to re-

encrypt the owner upload file into the cipher text and 

outsource it to the user. 

2) Drive HQ: The CSP used in this work is DriveHQ 

which is an IT cloud service provider and have some 

unique features like DriveHQ file manager, DriveHQ 

online backup and cloud file sharing. Generator API’s 

are used for the generation of a random six-digit secret 

key for both the user and the consumer and will be 

mailed to the registered email-ID.  
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1) END User 

Users can get files from cloud and download using their 

secret key and credentials given by cloud at the time 

registration. User can searches for files based on contents 

keyword, request for secret key, request for downloading 

files and retrieve and store the data. The data which matches 

for a specified keyword will be indexed in the cloud server 

and then respond to the user. 

Here first register the registration form by 

registering end user or data owner. After completion of 

registration user or data owner will get secret key with their 

registered mail id. Then it shows the user login page where 

user has to log in with his credentials along with secret key 

which we got whole registration, then will get user home 

page with password and logout link. To change the 

Password request, here we can change the password for 

security purpose. 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

A. File1 uploading by owner 

Initially the user and the owner gets registered .the owner is 

supposed to upload the files after uploading the files the the 

user access the uploaded files in the above snapshot the file1  

gets  uploaded by the owner which are made available to the 

user. 

 
Fig. 5.1.1: file1 uploading by owner 

1) Files search by user 

File searching is done by the user in order to extract the 

particular files which he has been requested earlier to the 

data owner. With the help of  secret key. 

Fig. 5.1.2: files search by user 

2) Response sent by owner to the user for requested file 

details 

Feedback given by the data owner to the user for the list of 

request made by the user in order to perform the particular 

actions. 

 
Fig. 5.1.3: Response sent by owner to the user for requested 

file details 

3) Cloud details by the cloud server Provides Details of the 

colud which mainly includes the list of actions performed by 

both the user and the owner.s 

 
Fig. 5.1.4: cloud details by the cloudserver 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The concept of the privacy preserving keyword searching 

concept for the cloud storage supports automated 

authorization cancellation. The conducted experiment and 

security Investigation demonstrates that this work holds a 

significant part higher security over the existing results with 

a traditional outlay for cloud requisitions. The competency 

inquiry shows that this work achieves high processing and 

storage ability together with its higher security, as compared 

with other classical searchable encryption schemes. 
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